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Abstract—The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the most widely used transport protocol over the Internet, has been advertised to implement fairness between flows competing for the same narrow link. However, when session round-trip-times (RTTs) radically differ, the share may be anything but fair. This RTT-unfairness represents a problem that severely affects the performance of long-RTT flows and whose solution requires a revision of TCP’s congestion control scheme. To this aim, we discuss TCP Libra, a new transport protocol able to ensure fairness and scalability regardless of the RTT, while remaining friendly towards legacy TCP. As main contributions of this paper, i) we focus on the model derivation and show how it leads to the design of TCP Libra; ii) we analyze the role of its parameters and suggest how they may be adjusted to lead to asymptotic stability and fast convergence; iii) we perform model-based, simulative, and real testbed comparisons with other TCP versions that have been reported as RTT-fair in literature. Results demonstrate the ability of TCP Libra in ensuring RTT-fairness while remaining throughput efficient and friendly towards legacy TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic control functionalities in the Internet are provided by the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in an end-to-end fashion. TCP addresses three major issues: reliability, flow control and congestion control [1]. To achieve the third goal, TCP adapts the sending rate to avoid network overflow. The most popular versions, TCP New Reno and TCP SACK [2], implement a congestion control algorithm which falls into the AIMD (Additive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease) family of algorithms and whose very basic concepts can be summarized as follows:

- when a packet loss is detected, the TCP sender decreases its sending window by half;
- when a packet is successfully delivered, the TCP sender increases its sending window by one over the sending window.

TCP’s feedback for the successful delivery of a packet is embodied by a returning acknowledgement (ACK). As a result, competing TCP senders with different end-to-end propagation delays will typically receive feedbacks at different rates and adapt their sending rate at a different pace. This phenomenon determines the RTT-bias, or RTT-unfairness, of TCP New Reno and TCP SACK. A number of TCP variants have been designed to limit the effects of this problem and to improve scalability over gigabit links. Most of them adopt a proactive approach based on monitoring packets’ RTT and reacting to its increase in an attempt to avoid network congestion [3]. This behavior is justified by the assumption of a strong correlation between packet loss and RTT increase prior to the loss event. Yet, this dependency has been proven to be weak in [4], RTT probes may still be too coarse to correctly foresee congestion [5]. Examples of algorithms that fit into this category are TCP Vegas [6], TCP DUAL [7] and FAST TCP [8], [9].

Instead, we have chosen a different approach, named TCP Libra1, by which, even if the sending window is controlled based on RTT measurements, the main trigger for window changes remains the packet loss [10]. Even if our scheme takes into account the delay information, it does not use it to lower the sending rate; rather, the RTT information is used to delay just the speed increase of the sending rate. In essence, TCP Libra delays the moment at which congestion will occur, instead of just preventing congestion in the network.

The contributions of this work include the complete derivation of the TCP Libra algorithm, an analysis of its stability bounds, the validation of the algorithm implemented both in Matlab, in NS2, and in the Linux stack, even through the comparison with other RTT-fair schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II and Section III we present the state of the art in RTT-fairness and TCP modeling, respectively. The congestion control algorithm of TCP Libra is introduced in Section IV, along with a subsection dedicated to a stability analysis of Libra. A model based comparison with other RTT-fair schemes is performed in Section V. Experimental assessment and results are reported in Section VI and in Section VII, respectively. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section VIII.

1Libra in Latin means scale, thus indicating a balance between the sessions.
II. ADDRESSING RTT-UNFAIRNESS: RELATED WORK

A detailed mathematical model for the TCP throughput at steady state, including the Fast Retransmit–Fast Recovery phases and TCP’s timeout impact, was first introduced by Padhye et al. in [11].

In [12]–[15] the congestion control problem is expressed as a utility maximization problem, where the network utility function is represented by the sum of utilities of each single source, and the constraints are given by links’ interconnections and capacities. This flow of work shows that TCP stability can be achieved in the aforementioned network model if the TCP utility function is concave.

A further substantial advancement in developing the theory for network congestion control is exploited in the primal/dual modeling approach [16]. The theoretical results have been used to drive the design of an enhanced AQM technique, namely Random Early Mark (REM), and of a new transport protocol, namely FAST TCP. More in detail, the latter implements a congestion control mechanism, based on queuing time, which achieves network stability and high utilization in multi-gigabit networks [8], [9], [17], [18].

The RTT-bias was first experimentally observed in [19]. The authors propose a solution for this problem based on a constant window increase algorithm. Henderson in [20] and Henderson et al. [21] show that such solution leads to instability and thus RTT-unfairness. This is especially true for links with long propagation delays and small buffers such as satellite links.

To this aim, a few works have recently proposed new RTT-fair TCPs. Among the most relevant ones, TCP Hybla [22] implements a constant increase algorithm and provides RTT-fairness under a certain stability bound. TCP Vegas [6] provides good RTT-fairness but disregards friendliness. FAST TCP [8], [9] increases TCP Vegas’ stability bounds, but with a behavior that results either too timid or too aggressive when coexisting with legacy TCP protocols (e.g., TCP New Reno and TCP SACK).

Finally, CUBIC [23] features a linear RTT-fairness that claims to improve BIC [24]. In particular, CUBIC tries to decouple the window growth from the returning ACK process (a similar approach is proposed also by H-TCP [25]). With CUBIC, the window size is a function of the time elapsed since the last packet loss, thus allowing higher efficiency (in terms of total bandwidth utilization) in case of long RTTs and reducing, even if not completely eliminating, the throughput dependency from the RTT. Indeed, the throughput still corresponds to the ratio between the window size and the RTT, where two flows with similar packet loss trend may have the same window but different RTTs.

Instead, as we discuss in Section IV, our approach takes into account the RTT information to dynamically adapt the speed increase of the sending rate. This allows to further improve the RTT-fairness while preserving efficiency.

III. TCP MODEL BACKGROUND

In this section we review the background necessary to interpret the end-to-end congestion control problem as a network utility maximization problem [26]. We show how TCP New Reno fits in this model and why it prevents fair RTT behavior. Needless to say, the following discussion about TCP New Reno model holds also for other similar protocols such as TCP SACK.

A. Network Model and Optimization Problem

The network is modeled as a finite set of nodes $N$ and links $L$ of finite capacity, which connect the nodes in $N$. We define $C$ as the vector of link capacities where each row $(c_l, l \in L)$ represents the capacity of link $l \in L$. $S$ is the set of sources that accesses network resources, typically a subset of $N$ and $L$. Routing matrix $R$ has entry one in position $(i,j)$ if link $i$ is utilized by source $j$, zero otherwise. Each source $r \in S$ is characterized by its transmission rate, $x_r(t)$. The aggregate flow at link $l$ is defined as the sum of the contributions from all sources that use that link:

$$y_l(t) = \sum_r R_{lt} x_r(t - \tau_{tr}^l)$$

where $\tau_{tr}^l$ is the forward delay from source $r$ to link $l$. We define price to be the marginal cost (or penalty) per unit flow that a source incurs in sending that flow increment. Intuitively, a link sends an increased price, as a feedback signal, when congestion is detected.

The aggregate price seen by source $r$ is:

$$\lambda_r(t) = \sum_l R_{tr} p_t(t - \tau_{tr}^l)$$

where $\tau_{tr}^l$ is the backward delay in the feedback path from link $l$ to source $r$, $p_t(t)$ is the price signal sent by link $l$ at time $t$. We also define the marginal link price $f_l(y)$ as the marginal cost for sending traffic at rate $y_l = \sum_{r \in S} x_r$ on link $l$.

Let’s now suppose we are able to define a function that describes precisely the return that each source $r$ experiences when sending data at rate $x_r$. In fact, it is very difficult to understand which is the real advantage for a user when congestion at a certain rate. The function that describes this advantage is defined in economics as a utility function. The utility function of a congestion control scheme shapes its equilibrium properties, such as the equilibrium sending rate and its fairness properties.

We now have all the ingredients to state the optimization problem we want to address:

$$\max_{x} V(x)$$

subject to:

$$\begin{cases} R \geq x_r, & \forall r \in S, \\
R \geq 0 
\end{cases}$$

where $V(x) = \sum_r U_r(x_r) - \sum_l \int_0^{\tau_{tr}^l} f_l(y) dy$. By definition $\int_0^{\tau_{tr}^l} f_l(y) dy$ is the total cost incurred at resource $l$ for pushing the contributions from all sources that utilize $l$ (i.e., $\sum_{r \in S} x_r$ represents the aggregate flow pushed through $l$). Thus, $V(x)$ is the net gain, i.e. the net utility of sources $S$, which must be maximized.
**Theorem 3.1:** [26] [27] Under the assumptions:

1) $U_r(x_r)$ is a continuously differentiable, non-decreasing, strictly concave function;

2) $f(t)$ is a non-decreasing, continuous function;

starting from any initial condition $\{x_r(0) \geq 0\}$, the distributed congestion control algorithm,

$$x_r = k_r(x_r)(U'_r(x_r) - \lambda_r(t))$$

(5)

(where $k_r(x)$ is any non-decreasing, continuous function such that $k_r(x) > 0, \forall x > 0$) will converge to the unique solution of (3) (4). In other words, $x(t) \to \hat{x}$ as $t \to \infty$, where $\hat{x}$ is the unique solution to (3) (4).

Intuitively, we can identify packet loss or end-to-end delay as $\lambda_r(t)$ and the algorithm’s behavior as $U'_r(x_r)$ in (5). A high packet loss or end-to-end delay, according to (5), provokes a lower sending rate and vice versa.

The right-hand side of (5) represents the $r$-th component of $\nabla V(x)$, to which the multiplicative term $k_r(x_r)$ was added. Normally, in the conventional gradient method, $k_r(x_r) = 1$. There is no harm, however, in introducing a non-decreasing function that acts as a gradient amplifier. More intuitively, the quantities that appear in the expression are:

1) $k_r(x_r)$, the stepsize of the algorithm. As mentioned earlier, this term is an amplification factor that determines the amount by which the algorithm moves towards the solution at each step. This term determines the speed of convergence and the stability of the algorithm.

2) $(U'_r(x_r) - \lambda_r(t))$, the direction in which the algorithm is proceeding, searching for a solution (stable point).

A detailed proof of convergence can be found in [26]. However, we notice that the function with the derivative shown on the right hand side of (5) is concave by construction. The multiplicative term does not change the value $x_r$ that nullifies the gradient. Thus, the gradient method leads to the unique optimum of function $V(x)$.

In brief, Theorem 3.1 states that in the absence of feedback delay, any congestion control algorithm that can be mapped into a concave utility function attains global asymptotic stability.

**B. TCP New Reno**

Let’s now consider the fluid model for congestion control of TCP New Reno. From here on we will follow the notation:

- The $r$ subscript means we are considering the $r$-th source.
- $x_r(t)$ is the rate of the connection at time $t$.
- $w_r(t)$ is the window size of the connection at time $t$.
- $\text{R}TT_r$ is the average RTT.
- $\lambda_r(t)$ is the probability of loss at time $t$.
- $\alpha_r$, the increase factor, is a constant that in TCP New Reno is set to 1.
- $b_r$, the decrease factor, is a constant that in TCP New Reno is set to 1/2.

TCP New Reno increments the window by $1\!/w_r(t)$ per each received ACK, hence the window increases as $w_r(t)\!/(1\!-\!\lambda_r(t))$. Similarly, every three consecutive duplicate ACKs (i.e. a packet loss indication), the window is cut by half. The rate of this event is $x_r(t)\lambda_r(t)$. The window then decreases at a rate of $x_r(t)\lambda_r(t)w_r(t)/2$. We now may write the fluid model for congestion control for an AIMD-like congestion control scheme (e.g., TCP New Reno) under the assumption that $\text{R}TT_r(t) = \text{R}TT_r$, $w_r(t) = x_r(t)\text{R}TT_r$, and taking in account feedback delays:

$$\dot{x}_r(t) = \frac{x_r(t - \hat{\text{R}TT}_r)}{\text{R}TT_r}(a_r - \lambda_r(t)) - b_r\lambda_r(t)x_r(t)\text{R}TT_r$$

(6)

In (6) we consider that a window update at time $t$ is determined by the window state at time $t - \hat{\text{R}TT}_r$, because of feedback delay. This non-linear differential equation models the throughput of the $r$-th flow.

TCP New Reno implements an approximate gradient algorithm for the resolution of the congestion control problem. In terms of (5), and considering the feedback delay as negligible, we can write [26]:

$$\dot{x}_r = a_r((\frac{b_r}{a_r})x_r^2 + 1)(\frac{1}{\alpha_r \text{R}TT_r} + 1) - \lambda_r(t)$$

(7)

The above expression fits into the mathematical framework introduced in Section III-A. Observing the structure of (7) and comparing it with (5) we have:

$$U'_r(x_r) - \lambda_r(t) = \frac{1}{\alpha_r \text{R}TT_r}x_r^2 + 1 - \lambda_r(t)$$

(8)

Integrating in $x_r$ the term $U'_r(x_r)$, the utility function of TCP New Reno follows:

$$U(x_r) = \frac{1}{\alpha_r \text{R}TT_r} \tan^{-1}(\frac{b_r}{a_r} \text{R}TT_r x_r)$$

(9)

By observing (9) we note that setting $a_r = c\text{R}TT_r^2$ (with $c$ some constant value) would produce an RTT-independent utility function. This solution is discussed in [19]–[21]. The main drawbacks may be summarized in a slow convergence speed to the fair share and a decreased stability of the protocol. In the following we introduce TCP Libra’s design, which leads to fast convergence and stable behavior; we intuitively justify the former and analytically demonstrate the latter.

**IV. THE TCP LIBRA ALGORITHM**

In previous literature, Floyd et al. in [19] and Henderson in [20] prove that the simple constant increase approach proposed earlier for RTT-fairness fails. This simple approach consists in multiplying the congestion window by the square of the RTT during the additive increase portion of the TCP algorithm. Even though this approach claims to make TCP’s utility function RTT-independent, it fails for stability reasons, as Kelly proved in [12].

In the rest of this section we show how TCP Libra’s utility function is not free from RTT components, as the reader might at this point expect; yet, we prove that TCP Libra, with a correct setting of its parameters, can achieve a good stability
region. Intuitively, what TCP Libra does is to take into account how close the flow is to overflowing the network with packets. This is measured by observing how close the current RTT is to the maximum experienced RTT: the closer these two values are, the slower the congestion window will grow and congest the network.

A. Enhancing TCP New Reno

The feedback control system for regular TCP New Reno is described in (6), where \( x_r \) is the state variable, \( \lambda_r \) is the input to the system, \( a_r \) and \( b_r \) are control parameters that can be tuned. The new terms \( \hat{a}_r \) and \( \hat{b}_r \) that we propose in TCP Libra and that substitute \( a_r \) and \( b_r \) are:

\[
\hat{a}_r = \frac{\alpha_r RTT_r^2}{T_0 + RTT_r},
\]

\[
\hat{b}_r = \frac{T_1}{T_0 + RTT_r}.
\]

Please note that compared to the solution discussed in [19]–[21] we here have two new entries, the coefficients \( \alpha_r \) and \( T_1/(T_0 + RTT_r) \), where \( T_0 \) and \( T_1 \) are constants.

In brief:

\[
\alpha_r = k_1 C_r e^{-k_2 \frac{RTT_r(t) - RTT_{r,\text{min}}}{RTT_{r,\text{max}} - RTT_{r,\text{min}}}}
\]

where \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are constants, \( C_r \) is the capacity of the narrow link seen by the \( r \)-th source, \( RTT_{r,\text{min}} \) and \( RTT_{r,\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum RTT seen by source \( r \). The component \( k_1 C_r \), introduced in [10] as the scalability factor, adapts the convergence speed of the protocol as the narrow link capacity increases. Instead, \( e^{-k_2 \frac{RTT_r(t) - RTT_{r,\text{min}}}{RTT_{r,\text{max}} - RTT_{r,\text{min}}}} \) is the penalty factor discussed in [10]. The careful reader may object that we are here re-introducing the dependency from the RTT. Instead, we shall see from our results that this term keeps the protocol asymptotically stable and preserves RTT-fairness.

The fluid model for TCP Libra can be derived by substituting \( \hat{a}_r \) and \( \hat{b}_r \) into (7) with (10) and (11), respectively, and by setting \( a_r = 1, b_r = 1/2 \). The resulting equation is:

\[
\dot{x} = \left( \frac{T_1}{2RTT_r + T_0} x^2(t) + \frac{T_1}{RTT_r + T_0} \right) \left( \frac{1}{2 RTT_r^2} x^2(t) + 1 \right) \lambda_r(t)
\]

The marginal utility function \( U'(x) \) loosely depends on \( RTT_r \) (the average RTT) through \( \hat{a}_r \), but we shall see that this dependence is very low. We can therefore state that TCP Libra minimizes the sum of the transfer delays in the network, yet independently from the RTT experienced by the source.

These values lead to the following stable point for the \( r \)-th source:

\[
\tilde{x}_r = \sqrt{\frac{2 \hat{a}_r - \lambda_r}{\hat{b}_r}}
\]

Fig. 1. Throughput of two flows, using a penalty function

Fig. 2. Throughput of two flows, omitting the penalty function

Summarizing now the design choices in (10) and (11) for \( \hat{a}_r \) and \( \hat{b}_r \), respectively, we can state that:

1) we achieve a stabilized rate, almost independent from RTT, as we shall see in the next sections;

2) convergence speed to the stable point is preserved as link speed increases through the introduction of a scalability factor;

3) stability and RTT-fairness are enforced through the penalty factor.

B. Algorithm

The resulting algorithm is represented in Alg. 1. Simulations in Section VI are obtained setting \( T_0 = 1, T_1 = 1, k_1 = 2, k_2 = 2 \). A higher value of \( k_2 \) would have improved the link utilization; this can be explained by observing that a higher \( k_2 \) would strengthen the dependence of the window increase algorithm on the RTT and thus delay packet loss events. In brief, a higher \( k_2 \) enforces the sending window to be at its maximum for a longer time, but we have noticed that a higher \( k_2 \) generates an excessively timid behavior of TCP Libra.
Algorithm 1 Congestion Window Update in TCP Libra

\begin{verbatim}
window_n \leftarrow \text{congestion window at step } n
threshold_n \leftarrow \text{slow start threshold at step } n
if a packet is successfully delivered then
    window_{n+1} \leftarrow window_n + \frac{1}{\alpha_n \cdot RTT_n^2 \cdot window_n \cdot RTT_n + T_0}
else
    if three duplicate acknowledgements then
        window_{n+1} \leftarrow window_n - \frac{T_1 \cdot \text{window}_n}{2(\text{RTT}_n + T_0)}
        threshold_{n+1} \leftarrow window_n - \frac{1}{\alpha_n \cdot RTT_n + T_0}
    end if
end if
end if
\end{verbatim}

By satisfying the condition that holds for TCP New Reno in (16), we find an upper bound for \( \alpha \). In particular, \( \alpha < (R\tilde{T} + T_0)/R\tilde{T}^2 \) gives us the values of \( \alpha \) for which the stability region of Libra is greater or equal than New Reno’s. Recalling from Section IV-A that \( \alpha = \text{Scalability Factor} \cdot \text{Penalty Factor} \), we see that the above bound gives a condition on \( k_2 \) once \( k_1 \) and \( T_0 \) are fixed, and vice versa.

We derive the following from (12) (17):

\[
k_2 > \frac{R\tilde{T}_{\max} - R\tilde{T}_{\min}}{RTT - R\tilde{T}_{\min}} \log\left(\frac{R\tilde{T} + T_0}{k_1 C R\tilde{T}^2}\right) \tag{18}
\]

The above is clearly a qualitative analysis, since it relates to the simple case of a single link and a single flow, but it gives us the feeling of how a choice of \( k_1, k_2 \) and \( T_0 \) should be made. Specifically, two important considerations emerge from (18):

- an increase of \( k_1 \) should correspond to an increase of \( k_2 \) or \( T_0 \) in order to keep the same stability bound as New Reno;
- as expected, higher values of \( C \) and \( R\tilde{T} \) stress the protocol and require a higher value of \( k_2 \) to prevent potential aggressiveness of the transport protocol.

The role of \( k_2 \) can be appreciated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, where we see the results of a simulation performed in NS2. Two flows, with round-trip propagation delay of 400ms and 10ms respectively, in a dumbbell topology, compete on a 100Mbps narrow link. In the simulation related to Fig. 1, we set \( k_1 = 2, k_2 = 2, T_0 = 1, T_1 = 1 \) the two flows share the link fairly. Instead, in the simulation related to Fig. 2 we set \( k_2 = 0 \) (i.e., we omit the penalty function) and leave other parameters unchanged. The second experiment shows that without a penalty function (thus, similar to [19]–[21]) RTT-fairness is not preserved.

Outcomes from other simulative configurations, implemented both in Matlab and NS2, allow us to observe the behavior of two Libra flows as \( T_0 \) and \( k_1 \) increase (other parameters are set to the default values, \( T_1 = 1, k_2 = 2 \)). Specifically, we simulate two flows sharing a single 100Mbps narrow link: flow 1 and flow 2, with round-trip propagation delays of 10ms and 83ms, respectively. In our NS2 simulations, we have set the slow start threshold to 1 and the packet size to 1500 Bytes. We have also considered RED implemented on the bottleneck router with the following parameters: \( \rho_{\max} = 0.1, b = 150\ \text{pkts}, B = 600\ \text{pkts}, \) and queue averaging weight \( = 0.002 \).

Results achieved by flow 1 in three configurations employing different \( T_0 \) and \( k_1 \) values are reported in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5; whereas concurrent results of flow 2 are shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8. In the three simulative configurations the average throughput achieved by each flow is about the same, regardless of the flow’s round-trip propagation delay. Indeed, stability is preserved by having utilized a constant \( T_0/k_1 \) value. Moreover, a reduction of the instantaneous throughput variance can be observed when increasing \( T_0 \) and \( k_1 \). This is coherent with what already observed in [14]: the throughput variance depends on the AIMD decrease rule thus having higher \( T_0 \) values producing the shown effect.
We can also approach the problem from the opposite direction. We first set $T_0 = T_1 = 1$, $k_1 = 2$; then, we estimate the variables in a typical connection and use (18). We here assume a 100Mbps link speed with 100ms one-way delay. The buffer is set to the pipe size, 833 packets for a packet length set to 1500 Bytes. We also consider the case in which the link is congested, the average RTT is equal to the maximum RTT, $\tilde{\text{RTT}} = \text{RTT}_{\text{max}}$. From (18), we derive:

$$k_2 > -\log\left(\frac{0.2 + 1}{2 \times 100 \times (0.2)^2}\right) = -\log(0.15) = 1.89.$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

Coherently, we have set $k_2 = 2$ in our simulations. We will see in Section VII that the chosen set of values for the TCP Libra parameters shows a good tradeoff in all performance measures.

As a result of this discussion we can summarize that $k_2$ should be big enough to preserve stability. Similarly, we could increase also both $T_0$ and $k_1$ to the aim of preserving stability; instead, $T_1$ does not enter into the stability discussion, but a small $T_1$ will limit the throughput variance (same effect on the decrease rule of choosing a high $T_0$). From a large number of simulations we observed that $k_2$ has also another key effect: it tunes the friendliness of TCP Libra to TCP New Reno. For this reason we have chosen $k_2 = 2$, as it shows a good degree of friendliness to TCP New Reno in a broad range of network/traffic conditions.

V. RTT-fair Schemes: Model-Based Comparison

Table I summarizes the qualitative behavior of TCP schemes in terms of RTT-fairness as can be derived also taking inspiration from [6], [11]–[15], [22], [29]. The key parameter to observe is the steady state solution (i.e., the stable point).

In Fig. 9 we plot Column III, from the left, of Table I. We are here assuming that: i) the two flows experience the same maximum queuing delay, $\text{RTT}_{\text{max}} - \text{RTT}_{\text{min}}$; ii) $\tilde{\text{RTT}} > \text{RTT}_{\text{min}}$; and iii) the two flows have the same steady state probability of loss and queuing delay. In Fig. 9 we plot the throughput ratio of two flows, with different RTTs, which are competing on the same narrow link. In this figure, $\text{RTT}_1$ and $\text{RTT}_2$ represent the average RTT of flow 1 and flow 2, respectively, whereas $x_1$ and $x_2$ are the average throughput of flow 1 and flow 2. As we can see in Fig. 9, when the RTT of flow 1 (i.e. $\text{RTT}_1$) is equal to 100ms, TCP Libra’s response function is very close to the constant increase algorithm. This means that, no matter what RTT ratio is between flow 1 and flow 2, they will almost always achieve the same rate. When $T_1$ is equal to 500ms, TCP Libra still improves over the linear behavior of TCP New Reno. Likewise, [28] proves through measurements that 50% of the TCP flows experience a RTT equal to or below 100ms. Therefore, TCP Libra performs as a constant increase algorithm in the great majority of cases. This approach is a tradeoff between fairness and stability. Fairness is affected by including the RTT, as shown in Fig. 9; however, for realistic RTTs, TCP Libra behaves very closely to a constant RTT algorithm and preserves RTT-fairness.
From the steady state solution, it is evident how TCP New Reno implements linear RTT-fairness; the throughput that a connection may expect depends inversely from the average RTT of the connection.

TCP Hybla is a constant increase algorithm that forces all flows to act as if they saw the same RTT: in fact, Table I shows that the stable point does not depend on the RTT, but on $T_0$, which is constant for all flows. In this way the algorithm is ideally fair as we see in Fig. 9. Yet, in [14], through a stability analysis, it is highlighted that constant increase algorithms experience delay instability on routes where ratio $RTT_r/\tau$ is large and slow convergence on routes where the ratio is small. To confirm this statement, extensive simulation results in Section VI show how this problem can lead to unfairness.

TCP Vegas implements an RTT-fair scheme. From simulation results we verify that TCP Vegas improves TCP’s RTT-fairness. However, the problem of TCP Vegas is the choice of congestion measure, namely, queuing delay. This measure makes TCP Vegas too timid while competing with TCP New Reno (or with similar legacy protocols: see results about TCP SACK in Section VI).

Finally, Fig. 9 shows that TCP Libra is not constant RTT-fair as TCP Vegas or TCP Hybla, but it approaches such limit as $RTT_r$ approaches zero and it theoretically improves TCP New Reno. Furthermore, in Section VI we show how TCP Libra’s algorithm results both RTT-fair and friendly towards TCP New Reno, with a choice of parameters that works for a broad set of tests, whereas other RTT-fair protocols do not.

### VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have used the NS2 platform to evaluate TCP Libra [30]. We have divided our experiment campaign into three main sets. In the first one, we have created a simple simulative scenario, i.e., a dumbbell topology, and considered the protocols discussed and modeled in the previous sections: i) TCP New Reno (with the SACK option enabled, i.e., TCP SACK), ii) our TCP Libra, and other RTT-fair TCP versions such as iii) TCP Vegas, and iv) TCP Hybla; furthermore, we have also added CUBIC as this protocol represents the default TCP version on current Linux releases (since kernel 2.6.18 [31]).

For TCP SACK and Vegas, we have used existing NS2 modules; for TCP Hybla and CUBIC we have used the code provided by their respective developers; and we have created our own module for TCP Libra. Default parameters have been changed in the case of TCP Vegas as inspired by literature [32].

The purpose of this first set of experiments is that of achieving deep understanding of protocols discussed in Section V (including TCP Libra), confirming their properties in a controlled and noise free scenario.

Instead, the aim of the second set of experiments is that of testing TCP Libra in a highly realistic simulative scenario, as similar as possible to the real world. We have hence taken large inspiration from [33] and created a complex scenario with background cross traffic, different queue sizes, and both drop-tail and RED queue management. The importance of including background traffic lies in its ability to prevent phase effects and in its impact on the fairness and convergence of the protocols [33], [34]. The presence of background traffic causes noise in the RTT measurements, which are an important component of TCP Libra’s algorithm; we have hence to consider also this factor in order to enhance the trustworthiness of achieved results.

Finally, as a confirmation for excellent simulative results achieved by our TCP Libra, we have tested our transport protocol even in a real network testbed scenario. Real experiments are generally more difficult to be performed than
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simulations. Yet, they embody an unrivaled testbed scenario as no simulation can generate the same realism.

In the following subsections, we present the three aforementioned experiment settings in detail. Where not differently stated, TCP packet size has been set equal to 1500 Bytes, all simulations have been run for 1000s in order to reach steady state, and the advertised window for each connection has been set larger than the corresponding pipe size so that occasional packets may be dropped, even when that connection is the only active one.

A. Experiment Setting #1

The simulated network topology for the first set of experiments is reported in Fig. 10. Four FTP connections are established between the source-destination pairs (S_i and R_i shown in Fig. 10). The pairs S_1-R_1 and S_2-R_2 have round-trip propagation delay equal to 40ms, thus representing intra-continental links. The pairs S_3-R_3 and S_4-R_4 have round-trip propagation delay equal to 161ms, representing inter-continental links. The link X-Y embodies the shared narrow link. The buffer size in node X is set either with a value suggested for Cisco Systems routers (i.e., 200 or 500 packets [35]), or as the product of the narrow link capacity by the largest round-trip propagation delay (i.e., 161ms in most of the simulations) divided by packet size. In the remainder of this paper we refer to this latter value as the longest pipe size.

In this context, we focus on the following performance measures:

1) intra-protocol RTT-fairness (Section VII-A);
2) inter-protocol RTT-fairness (Section VII-B);
3) scalability of TCP Libra to many flows (Section VII-C).

B. Experiment Setting #2

In the second experiment setting, we compare again the same set of transport protocols considered in the first set of experiments. However, we focus on two different topologies, each featuring different scenarios.

First, we have considered again the dumbbell topology; but, in this case, we have adapted the simulation script provided on the BIC/CUBIC website [31]. We have chosen those scripts as they improve the classic dumbbell topology by including background traffic. Indeed, each link is configured to have different RTTs and different start times and end times to reduce the phase effect [34], [36]. Being more precise with the help of Fig. 11, the one way propagation delay on the links is 21ms for the short connections (from S_2 to R_2 and between B_i and C_i) and 119ms for the longest one (from S_1 to R_1). Background traffic flows in both directions between nodes B_i to C_i. This background traffic is composed by 4 forward regular long-lived TCP SACK flows, 4 backward regular long-lived TCP SACK flows, 25 small TCP flows with advertised window limited to 64 segments and an amount of web traffic in both directions able to occupy from 20% to 50% of the available bottleneck link capacity when no other flow is present [24], [31].

Second, following the suggestions provided in [33] about considering different network topologies in simulative experiments, we have considered also the so called parking lot topology (see Fig. 12). In particular, this topology includes eight end-to-end flows: flows 1 and 2 have 180ms of minimum RTT and traverse 9 links; flows 3 and 4 have 90ms of minimum RTT and traverse 9 links too. The remaining flows, 5 through 8, are short flows; they utilize 3 link paths with
30ms minimum RTT. To overcome phase effects, flows were started at random times within the first 5 seconds of simulation [36]. The bottleneck buffer can take two different values: (a) the number of packets that would fill the bottleneck link, or (b) the packets that would fill the longest path.

Space limitations allow us to present only a subset of the obtained simulation results. Therefore, we report here only on results related to the case with a 100Mbps bottleneck link, since the use of other bandwidth values did not show significant difference.

Results obtained through this experiment setting are discussed in Section VII-D.

C. Experiment Setting #3

After the comprehensive simulative comparison of different TCP protocols, we also provide results attained through a real testbed evaluation. The test has been conducted comparing TCP Libra against legacy TCP SACK.

The testbed is simply composed of two end hosts and a dummynet bridge. The two end hosts run Linux Kernel 2.6.14, whereas the bridge runs FreeBSD 6.1 with kernel polling enabled and Dummynet [37] configured to simulate a 100Mbps link with a 250 packets queue size. As for the one-way propagation delays, 100, 150, and 200ms have been set associating different delays to different ports. Finally, Iperf 2.0.2 has been used to generate the network load.

Each experiment has been run for 900s and, during this time, three concurrent TCP flows using the same transport protocol enter and exit at different times: a 150ms one-way propagation delay flow runs from the beginning to the end, a 100ms one is active during the 180-720s time frame, and a 200ms one transmits between 360 and 540s.

Our comparison aims at experimentally confirming: i) the unfairness problem of legacy TCP protocols and ii) TCP Libra flows’ capability to converge to an equal share, even when experiencing very different propagation delays.

Results obtained through this experiment setting are shown in Section VII-E.

VII. RESULTS

In this section we present the outcome of the experiment settings discussed in Section VI. In particular, Sections VII-A, VII-B, and VII-C refer to the simple simulative setting discussed in Section VI-A; Section VII-D refers to the complex simulative setting setting discussed in Section VI-B; and Section VII-E refers to the real testbed experiment setting discussed in Section VI-C.

A. Experiment Setting #1: Intra-Protocol Fairness

Jain’s Fairness Index is adopted in literature to evaluate the fairness degree of data flows that share a single narrow link [38]. We have computed its value for the tested protocols while considering different narrow link capacities and buffer sizes. In Fig. 13 the buffer size is set equal to the longest pipe size, while in Fig. 14 the buffer size corresponds to 200 packets. TCP Libra shows a better RTT-fairness than its competitors in almost all the considered scenarios. An exception is TCP Hybla that shows a slightly better RTT-fairness for a narrow link of 80Mbps and 160Mbps, and 200-packet buffer. Indeed, TCP Hybla was specifically intended to be RTT-fair through proportionally increasing the congestion window of long-RTT flows so as to make them behave like a reference-RTT (i.e., 25ms) flow. However, this solution works if the queuing delay of buffers along the path does not significantly modify the ratio between the minimum RTTs of the various flows. This means that TCP Hybla can ensure RTT-fairness in case of big pipes and small buffers, simultaneously present, as demonstrated by the charts.

B. Experiment Setting #1: Inter-Protocol Fairness (Friendliness)

We here evaluate the case where a TCP variant competes on the same narrow link with legacy TCP SACK flows. In this setting TCP SACK is used for one short round-trip propagation delay flow (from S2 to R2 in Fig. 10) and one long round-trip propagation delay flow (from S4 to R4 in Fig. 10), while the
remaining two concurrent flows are driven by one of the other TCP flavors. This allows us to investigate the impact of the coexistence on the RTT-fairness degree and the friendliness of the alternative TCP versions towards TCP SACK. The SLAC Asymmetry Index [39] is used as the friendliness metric; this index is defined as:

\[ A = \bar{x}_1 - \bar{x}_2 \]

\[ \frac{1}{\bar{x}_1 + \bar{x}_2} \]

where \( \bar{x}_1 \) and \( \bar{x}_2 \) correspond to the average throughput values achieved by two different protocols competing for the same channel. The index can be employed to linearly indicate the degree of aggressiveness between two protocols. In essence, when \( A = 0 \), the two protocols evenly share the narrow link. Conversely, \( A > 0 \) indicates that \( x_1 \) is more aggressive than \( x_2 \), whereas \( A < 0 \) implies the inverse situation.

In Fig. 15 and in Fig. 16 we report the SLAC Asymmetry Index when TCP SACK is coexisting alternatively with TCP Vegas, CUBIC, TCP Hybla, and TCP Libra. In the corresponding simulation, two TCP SACK flows with round-trip propagation delays set to 40ms and 161ms, respectively, compete with two other flows (again, with round-trip propagation delays set to 40ms and 161ms). An index value equal to zero means perfect friendliness; an index value lower than zero means that the considered transport protocol is more conservative than TCP SACK when coexisting; an index value higher than zero means that the considered transport protocols is more aggressive than TCP SACK when coexisting. In Fig. 15 the buffer size is set to the longest pipe size (2133 packets), whereas in Fig. 16 the buffer size is much smaller: 200 packets, as suggested default value in the CISCO Systems configuration manual(s) [35].

As a final note, we have to report that TCP Libra also attained intra-protocol fairness when coexisting with TCP SACK. In fact, the simulation results showed that the two TCP Libra connections tend to achieve the same throughput, which is close to the mean throughput of the two TCP SACK connections.

C. Experiment Setting #1: TCP Libra Scalability Discussion

We here study how TCP Libra scales in relation to the number of flows sharing the same narrow link. To this aim, we have set the dumbbell configuration presented in Fig. 10 with a narrow link of 622Mbps (i.e., an OC12 link). We perform three experiments involving 110 contemporaneous flows each. The round-trip propagation delay is set to the following values:

- 16ms for 30 flows (i.e., a regional connection);
- 61ms for 60 flows (i.e., an intra-continental connection);
- 181ms for 20 flows (i.e., an inter-continental connection).
TCP SACK performance is shown in Fig. 17 in terms of acknowledged packets per time for each of the 110 simulated flows. As expected, TCP SACK is affected by heavy RTT-unfairness and generates three distinct clusters of lines with a wide gap in between. Using the same experiment scenario and metric, we evaluate TCP Libra’s performance. In particular, Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show TCP Libra’s results when employing $k_2 = 2$ or $k_2 = 12$, respectively. As it is evident from the charts, both with $k_2 = 2$ and with $k_2 = 12$, TCP Libra achieves a better RTT-fairness degree among its flows than TCP SACK does. Yet, in this simulative configuration, Fig. 19 shows a better fairness than Fig. 18. This outcome can be explained through the fact that in the configuration referring to Fig. 19 TCP Libra operates at the boundaries of its stability region defined by (18); by increasing $k_2$ from 2 to 12, it safely returns to stability and achieves a good RTT-fairness level as shown by Fig. 19.

D. Experiment Setting #2: Complex simulative scenarios

In this subsection we compare the performance of the considered transport protocols, utilizing the complex simulative configuration explained in Section VI-B.

We start with the dumbbell topology including also a significant amount of background traffic, both forward and backward. For the sake of conciseness, we show here only the outcome for the case in which the bottleneck buffer is small (i.e., equal to bottleneck link pipe size): the most demanding case for the transport protocols. Two different queuing policies are tested: drop tail and RED (Random Early Detection). The Jain’s index values are reported in Fig. 20. Clearly, TCP Libra and TCP Hybla outperform the other protocols in terms of provided RTT-fairness; among the other protocols, CUBIC performs better than TCP Vegas and TCP SACK.

Results in Fig. 20 also confirm the partial RTT-independency of CUBIC we mentioned in Section II. This protocol tries to decouple the window growth from the returning ACK process. With CUBIC, the window size is a function of the time elapsed since the last packet loss, thus allowing higher efficiency (in terms of total bandwidth utilization) in case of long fat RTTs and reducing the throughput dependency from the RTT. Yet, this smart solution is not able to completely
eliminate the RTT-unfairness as, even if the window size becomes independent from the RTT, the final throughput does not. The throughput still corresponds to the ratio between the window size and the RTT, where two flows with similar packet loss trend may have the same window but different RTTs. For instance, if we link the window size to the time elapsed since the last packet loss, two flows with different RTTs (say, $RTT_1$ and $RTT_2$) but same time elapsed since the last loss may have the same window (say, $W$). This implies that $W$ bytes are sent in $RTT_1$ and $RTT_2$ seconds by the two flows, respectively, before sending out another window of data. As evident, even with the same window the throughputs will be different. Of course, this is better than using regular TCP as, in that case, we also have larger windows for smaller RTT flows. Instead, TCP Libra approach tries to eliminate the RTT-bias by having a higher window growing rate for flows with longer RTT. In this way, if $RTT_1 < RTT_2$, the two windows ($W_1$ and $W_2$) will be computed so that $W_1 < W_2$. This improves the RTT-fairness with respect to CUBIC. On the other hand, our solution is not specifically designed for long fat pipes thus resulting less efficient in terms of total bandwidth utilization.

Another interesting property shown by Fig. 20 is that RED improves fairness; this result is a consequence of the fact that RED was indeed designed to prevent capture by aggressive flows.

Focusing on the parking lot topology, in Fig. 21 we report the Jain’s index values for its computation only flows 1-4. Both the bottleneck pipe size and the longest pipe size have been considered as the bottleneck buffer size. As evident, TCP Libra is the only protocol among the considered ones that provides good fairness in both cases. Indeed, the penalty factor in Libra adapts the window increase slope to the relative backlog time, thus reducing sensitivity to buffer size. The chart also shows a high Jain’s index for TCP SACK in the case with the longest pipe as buffer size. This apparently surprising result is indeed due to the fact that the flows 5-8 (i.e., the short-RTT flows) capture the whole bandwidth thus leaving flows 1-4 with very low (and similar) bandwidth.

This is confirmed by the Jain’s index resulting when considering both short RTT connections 5-8 and longer RTT connections 1-4 (see Fig. 22). A significant fluctuation of fairness index is noted and TCP SACK, which had an acceptable Jain’s index if computing only the goodputs of connections 1-4, obtains a very poor value when considering all the eight connections together.

The throughput efficiency on the first bottleneck of the parking lot topology is shown in Fig. 23. TCP Libra’s utilization of the first bottleneck is somehow conservative to allow the short flows on subsequent bottlenecks to better exploit the shared channel and achieve a better fairness. Furthermore, as expected, the utilization of the available bandwidth increases with the buffer size, for all protocols.

Finally, the coexistence between the legacy TCP (i.e., TCP SACK) and the new protocols is evaluated in Fig. 24. The bar
chart presents the relative TCP SACK goodputs when TCP SACK is competing with itself first, and then with each of the new protocols. We measure the TCP SACK goodput achieved in each of the RTT flow classes (long to short) as well as the aggregate goodput over all of its connections. More precisely, TCP SACK was used for flows 2 (180ms of RTT), 4 (90ms of RTT), 6 and 8 (30 ms of RTT each), while the new protocol was used for flows 1 (180ms of RTT), 3 (90ms of RTT), 5 and 7 (30 ms of RTT each).

As expected, when coexisting with TCP Vegas, TCP SACK achieves a slight increase in its achieved goodput, whereas the aggressive behavior of TCP Hybla penalizes concurrent TCP SACK flows. CUBIC and TCP Libra do not harm significantly concurrent TCP SACK flows. In particular, CUBIC shows a balanced behavior toward TCP SACK, whereas the aggregate throughput of the TCP SACK flows diminishes by 11% when coexisting with TCP Libra. However, there is a desirable, even if limited, redistribution of the TCP SACK goodput from the 30ms RTT flows to the 90ms and 180ms RTT ones when coexisting with TCP Libra flows; hence, TCP Libra seems to help the coexisting TCP SACK flows by (slightly) improving their fairness degree.

E. Experiment Setting #3: Real Testbed Experiments

In this subsection we compare the performance of our TCP Libra against a legacy TCP version, TCP SACK, utilizing the real experiment testbed discussed in Section VI-C.

In Fig. 25 and Fig. 26, we depict the instantaneous throughput achieved by three concurrent TCP flows when employing one of the two transport protocols we are considering for comparison: TCP SACK and TCP Libra, respectively. In each of the charts it is possible to clearly see the different activity periods of the three flows. In summary, the smallest RTT flow starts (and ends) for second, whereas the longest RTT flow starts (and ends) for third. It is hence interesting to see whether the employed transport protocol privileges one of the flows or behaves fairly.

To this aim, Fig. 25 confirms how TCP SACK generates a RTT-unfair share of the available bandwidth. Indeed, the flow with the smallest RTT unfairly captures most of the shared bandwidth as soon as it starts transmissions. Moreover, as expected, the flow having longer RTTs are characterized by a slowly growing instantaneous throughput.

Instead, Fig. 26 depicts the behavior of TCP Libra flows in the same scenario. Regardless of the RTT and of the start/end time, all the three flows converge to an equal share of the bandwidth resource when coexisting. This is clearly visible in the chart around 500s, when the three flows have very similar throughput values and growth rates. Even before, from 200s to 350s, when only two flows where competing for the shared bandwidth, they have very similar throughput and trend.

Therefore, comparing these two preliminary real-testbed evaluations, it is evident how TCP Libra confirms its ability in reaching the fair share of the channel, even in dynamic conditions and regardless of RTT differences. These experimental results are coherent with what we have obtained through dumbbell topology simulation in Fig. 20, in the case with drop

tail queue management of the buffer, which is the simulation configuration that more closely resembles the setting of our real testbed.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper analyzes TCP Libra, a new protocol designed to be RTT-fair while maintaining a good friendliness towards legacy TCP and providing bandwidth scalability. We have showed how TCP Libra can be analytically derived from TCP New Reno, explained the differences with previous approaches aimed at building an RTT-fair TCP, and analyzed its stability bounds. Furthermore, we have also experimentally confirmed TCP Libra’s qualities, comparing it against other RTT-fair TCPs in different simulative settings and in demanding scenarios, even considering an OC12 link shared by more than a hundred of concurrent flows. Finally, we have also provided preliminary results of a real testbed implementation based on Linux stack that confirms the efficacy of our new protocol.
In summary, we have presented here a really comprehensive evaluation of the interesting properties possessed by TCP. Libra, exploiting model analysis, simulations, and real testbed experiments, whereas the vast majority of papers in literature consider only one or two among these three methods. The encouraging results achieved strongly motivate us in continuing this work to deploy a final product that could be factually exploited to improve the Internet.
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